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Archaerhodopsin Voltage Imaging: Synaptic Calcium and BK
Channels Stabilize Action Potential Repolarization at the
Drosophila Neuromuscular Junction
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Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, California 94158

The strength and dynamics of synaptic transmission are determined, in part, by the presynaptic action potential (AP) waveform at the
nerve terminal. The ion channels that shape the synaptic AP waveform remain essentially unknown for all but a few large synapses
amenable to electrophysiological interrogation. The Drosophila neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is a powerful system for studying synap-
tic biology, but it is not amenable to presynaptic electrophysiology. Here, we demonstrate that Archaerhodopsin can be used to quanti-
tatively image AP waveforms at the Drosophila NMJ without disrupting baseline synaptic transmission or neuromuscular development.
It is established that Shaker mutations cause a dramatic increase in neurotransmitter release, suggesting that Shaker is predominantly
responsible for AP repolarization. Here we demonstrate that this effect is caused by a concomitant loss of both Shaker and slowpoke (slo)
channel activity because of the low extracellular calcium concentrations (0.2– 0.5 mM) used typically to assess synaptic transmission in
Shaker. In contrast, at physiological extracellular calcium (1.5 mM), the role of Shaker during AP repolarization is limited. We then
provide evidence that calcium influx through synaptic CaV2.1 channels and subsequent recruitment of Slo channel activity is important,
in concert with Shaker, to ensure proper AP repolarization. Finally, we show that Slo assumes a dominant repolarizing role during
repetitive nerve stimulation. During repetitive stimulation, Slo effectively compensates for Shaker channel inactivation, stabilizing
AP repolarization and limiting neurotransmitter release. Thus, we have defined an essential role for Slo channels during synaptic AP
repolarization and have revised our understanding of Shaker channels at this model synapse.
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Introduction
Three families of potassium channels have been implicated in action
potential (AP) repolarization at glutamatergic synapses: Kv1, Kv3,
and BK channels. Kv1 channels were first shown to regulate neu-
rotransmitter release at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) in Dro-
sophila (Jan et al., 1977). Kv1 channels also drive AP repolarization at
the synapses of layer 5 pyramidal cells (Foust et al., 2011) and onto
hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Buckle and Haas, 1982; Hu et al.,
2001). At the fast-spiking calyx of Held, fast activating Kv3.1 chan-
nels provide the dominant repolarizing drive (Dodson et al., 2003;
Nakamura and Takahashi, 2007). At mossy fiber boutons (Alle et al.,
2011) and cerebellar stellate cells (Rowan et al., 2014), a combination
of Kv3 and Kv1 channels dictate the shape of the AP.

In contrast, the function of BK channels, which have been
observed to concentrate at or near the active zone and sites of

presynaptic calcium influx (Robitaille and Charlton, 1992; Issa
and Hudspeth, 1994; Pattillo et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2004), re-
mains less clear (Knaus et al., 1996; Hu et al., 2001; Pattillo et al.,
2001; Misonou et al., 2006). Importantly, the calcium and
voltage-dependent activation of BK channels is sufficiently rapid
to have an effect on AP repolarization (Pattillo et al., 2001; Sun et
al., 2004). However, the loss or inhibition of BK channels does
not uniformly enhance neurotransmitter release. Inhibition of
BK channels enhances release at hippocampal CA3–CA3 syn-
apses (Raffaelli et al., 2004) but is without effect at other synapses
(Hu et al., 2001; Alle et al., 2011), including the Drosophila NMJ
(Lee et al., 2008).

The Drosophila NMJ is a powerful genetic model system for
synaptic biology. This system benefits from a wide array of ge-
netic reagents, the ability to perform quantal analysis (Jan and
Jan, 1976), a stereotyped synaptic architecture, and paradigms
for studying synaptic growth, degeneration, and homeostatic
plasticity (Collins and DiAntonio, 2007; Davis, 2013). However,
because type 1 glutamatergic boutons are surrounded by post-
synaptic muscle, it has not been possible to directly assay the
presynaptic AP waveform (but see Martínez-Padrón and Ferrús,
1997). Thus, it remains unclear which channels shape the synap-
tic AP. For example, mutations in the Shaker (Kv1) gene greatly
enhance release in experimental recording conditions of low ex-
tracellular calcium (Jan et al., 1977; Stern and Ganetzky, 1989;
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Mallart et al., 1991; Ueda and Wu, 2006;
Lee et al., 2008). In contrast, mutations
that disrupt the slowpoke (slo) gene (en-
coding a BK channel ortholog) have little
effect on release (Warbington et al., 1996).
Although a synergistic enhancement of
synaptic transmission is observed after re-
moval of both the slo and Shaker genes
(Gho and Ganetzky, 1992; Warbington et
al., 1996; Lee et al., 2008, 2014), the basis
for this effect remains unknown (but see
Lee et al., 2008). Here, we use transgeni-
cally encoded, voltage-sensitive Archae-
rhodopsin (Arch; Kralj et al., 2012;
Maclaurin et al., 2013) to define the role of
presynaptic calcium, Kv1, and BK chan-
nels during the presynaptic AP waveform
and subsequent neurotransmission at the
Drosophila NMJ.

Materials and Methods
Generation of UAS–Arch. A plasmid containing
Archaerhodopsin3 with a C-terminal GFP tag
was obtained (Addgene plasmid 22217). The
coding sequence for Arch was cloned into the
pUAST destination vector to generate UAS–
Arch. This construct was confirmed by se-
quencing. Transgenic flies were generated
using standard injection methods by BestGene.
Stocks containing UAS–Arch insertions on
chromosomes 2 and 3 were used for experi-
ments. All imaging and electrophysiology
experiments on Arch-expressing flies were per-
formed using two copies of UAS–Arch (two on
chromosome II, or one on II and one on III)
and one copy of the motor neuron driver
OK371–GAL4.

Flies stocks and genetics. Sh14, slo1, cacS, and
OK371–GAL4 were used in experiments. Dro-
sophila stocks were maintained at 22°C on nor-
mal food. For Arch imaging experiments,
crosses were set up and allowed to lay for 2–3 d
on food containing 1 mM all-trans retinal
(ATR) food. Crosses containing ATR were
wrapped in foil and kept at 25°C. For experi-
ments involving Sh14 and cacS, male hemizy-
gous larvae were used. Otherwise, both male
and female larvae were used.

Electrophysiology. Sharp-electrode record-
ings were made from muscle 6 in abdominal
segments 2 and 3 of third-instar larvae using an
Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices), as described previously
(Frank et al., 2006). The extracellular hemolymph-like-3 saline con-
tained the following (in mM): 70 NaCl, 5 KCl, 10 MgCl2, 10 NaHCO3, 115
sucrose, 4.2 trehalose, 5 HEPES, and CaCl2 at the concentration specified
in the text or figure legends. Although changes in CaCl2 concentration
were not compensated by adjusting MgCl2, the concentrations of extra-
cellular divalents changed by at most 15% across experiments. Note that
the effects of calcium on the AP waveform were explored not only by
altering extracellular calcium but also by pharmacological and genetic
manipulation of the calcium channel, ruling out potentially confounding
effects of altered extracellular divalents. Extracellular bouton recordings
were performed as described previously (Davis and Goodman, 1998).

Arch imaging. Confocal spot imaging was made from type 1b boutons
on muscle 6/7 of abdominal segments 2– 4 of third-instar larvae using a
confocal laser-scanning microscope (Ultima; Prairie Technologies). Ex-
citation light (643 nm, 4 mW at the back of objective) from an air-cooled

solid-state laser was focused onto the specimen using a 60� objective
(1.0 numerical aperture; Olympus). The emission path consisted of a
quad band 405, 488, 515, 643 nm dichroic, 500 nm long-pass filter, 600
nm dichroic, and 700/75 and 525/40 nm bandpass emission filters for
Arch and GFP emissions, respectively. Arch emission was detected with a
gallium arsenide phosphide-based photocathode photomultiplier tube
(PMT; Hamamatsu), and GFP emission was detected by a second PMT.
Spot imaging from the edges of single boutons was performed using
continuous spot illumination with 250 �s binning of photons on the
PMT to yield a sampling frequency of 4 kHz. The diffraction-limited spot
had a central disk diameter of �780 nm at the focal plane. A 1 ms
stimulation of the nerve fiber was used to evoke APs after 60 ms of
baseline image acquisition. Thirty to 50 events were collected for each
bouton at an interstimulus rate of 0.5 Hz for single APs and an intertrain
interval of 0.1 Hz for trains of five stimuli. One to five boutons per
synapse were imaged. For experiments using 1.5 mM calcium, 10 �M

Figure 1. Arch measures evoked APs at the NMJ without altering release. A, Left, Fluorescence images of GFP and Arch
fluorescence expressed presynaptically at the NMJ. Red crosshairs indicate location of point scan. Right, Spot confocal measure-
ment of Arch fluorescence over time with stimulus-evoked AP highlighted and enlarged. Magenta traces represent five individual
scans from a spot localized in A. The gray traces represent 50 individual scans from spots localized to a background region on the
muscle. Black traces are the average of 50 scans. Red bar indicates the time of nerve stimulation during optical scan. Dotted lines
indicate the expanded region, including AP waveform. Blue horizontal bars indicate the width and WHM measurements. B, Top,
Schematic of recording configuration for experiments shown in B–D. An extracellular recording electrode is placed at a terminal
bouton (distal). Red arrowhead indicates spot confocal illumination site at a proximal bouton. Bottom, Arch fluorescence AP
measurement from a proximal bouton (red trace, above dotted line). Simultaneous extracellular recording from a distal bouton
before (black) and during (red) spot excitation of proximal bouton (traced below dotted line, which indicates baseline extracellular
voltage). C, The amplitude of extracellularly recorded postsynaptic potentials are shown over time. A continuous recording is
shown with regions color coded to indicate type of illumination during the experiment as follows: black, no illumination; red, 643
nm spot excitation of a proximal bouton; green, 564 nm wide-field line scan. Black points following 643 nm illumination represent
data collected after 643 nm light is turned off and plots recovery of synaptic transmission over time. D, Summary of extracellularly
recorded data from experiments as in C. n � 5, *p � 0.0361. E, Example evoked EPSPs and spontaneous mEPSPs in WT (left) and
in larvae expressing two copies of UAS–Arch raised on food containing ATR. F, Summary of average mEPSPs, evoked EJPs, and
quantal content (QC) for WT larvae expressing two copies of Arch with (�) and without (�) ATR. n � 12 for each condition. There
is no statistically significant difference between conditions.
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philanthotoxin-433 (Sigma) or 100 �M 1-naphthylacetyl spermine
(Sigma) was included in the saline to prevent contraction during stimu-
lation. Philanthotoxin had no effect on AP width at 0.4 mM calcium ( p �
0.93; data not shown).

Data analysis. Imaging data were analyzed using custom-written rou-
tines in MATLAB (Mathworks) and digitally filtered at 2 kHz. Fluores-
cence signals consisted of an exponentially decaying signal that derives
from tissue fluorescence and is independent of Arch fluorescence, a rapid
increase in Arch fluorescence that occurs during the first 10 ms of the
photocycle (Maclaurin et al., 2013), and the voltage-dependent change in
Arch fluorescence. To isolate voltage-dependent changes in fluorescence,
we fit a single exponential from 10 ms after the start of imaging to 5 ms
before stimulus onset. This fit, which approximates the tissue fluores-
cence and the baseline Arch fluorescence, was extrapolated and sub-
tracted from the fluorescence. Traces containing extra APs were
removed. The resulting fluorescence measurements were averaged for
each bouton, and the average waveform was used to determine peak
amplitude, full width, and width at half-maximum (WHM). To obtain
precise width and WHM measurements, we used linear interpolation
between data sampling points. Because of the inability to accurately mea-
sure baseline Arch fluorescence in the presence of tissue fluorescence and
Arch localized to internal membranes, amplitude measurements are not
reported. Average AP waveforms for each experimental condition were
peak aligned and normalized before averaging. To compute AP propa-
gation speed, average fluorescence traces were upsampled from 4 to 100

kHz using cubic interpolation. The time delay
to half-maximum between the upsampled
traces along the branch was used to determine
the time of propagation.

EPSPs were analyzed using custom-written
routines in MATLAB, and mEPSPs were ana-
lyzed using Mini Analysis 6.0.0.7 (Synap-
tosoft). All results are reported as average �
SEM. n values are reported within figures and
represent recordings from individual boutons
for voltage imaging experiments or individual
muscles for electrophysiological experiments.
Statistical significance was assessed by Stu-
dent’s t test or ANOVA (for multiple compar-
isons) with post hoc Tukey’s test, and
significance levels were indicated as follows:
*p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001.

Results
Synaptic voltage imaging with Arch
To measure the AP waveform at the pre-
synaptic nerve terminal, we engineered
flies expressing Arch–GFP under control
of the GAL4/UAS expression system (Fig.
1A). Arch–GFP expression was restricted
to motor neurons using a motor neuron-
specific GAL4 driver (OK371–GAL4).
To image voltage, we performed spot con-
focal measurements (see Materials and
Methods) using GFP to localize the spot to
individual synaptic boutons (Fig. 1A).
Arch was excited using 643 nm laser light.
Arch emission was filtered below 700 nm
and collected at a sampling rate of 4 kHz.
We observed an initial increase in emitted
light indicative of the transition of the
rhodopsin from the weakly fluorescent
and voltage-insensitive ground state to
the voltage-sensitive fluorescent state, as
described previously (Maclaurin et al.
2013). This initial increase was followed
by an exponential decay in fluorescence

that also existed in measurements of non-Arch-expressing mus-
cle membrane (Fig. 1A). We interpret this as bleaching of tissue
autofluorescence. Bleaching of tissue autofluorescence recovered
rapidly between trials. As described previously, Arch is remark-
ably photostable (Maclaurin et al., 2013). However, in some ex-
periments, we observed a gradual reduction in the initial increase
in fluorescence between imaging repetitions that could be attrib-
uted to Arch bleaching or other factors. Trials were removed if a
decrease in fluorescence caused a measurable effect on the AP
waveform. Two copies of the Arch transgene were necessary to
resolve AP waveforms in response to a single stimulus (Fig. 1A).
In general, we averaged 20 –50 stimulus trials to achieve a clearly
resolved AP waveform including a prominent afterhyperpolar-
ization (Fig. 1A, black trace).

Arch functions as a proton pump that serves to hyperpolarize
cells during activation by green light (Chow et al., 2010). To
determine whether our voltage measurements were influenced by
activation of the proton pump, we performed simultaneous volt-
age imaging and extracellular recordings from synaptic boutons
at the NMJ (Fig. 1B–D). We reasoned that, if spot imaging alters
the AP waveform, then this should change neurotransmitter re-
lease at boutons distal to the imaging site (Fig. 1B). Focal extra-

Figure 2. Arch imaging can resolve AP propagation and changes in AP width. A, GFP fluorescence image of the NMJ expressing
UAS–Arch–GFP (2 copies). Spot measurements were made at proximal (blue) and distal (red) sites as indicated. Expanded image
of the boutons are shown on the right (4�). B, Arch voltage traces from proximal (blue) and distal (red) sites as in A. C, Offset
between time to half-maximum (thalfdist � thalfprox) versus distance between recording sites. Red dashed line is linear fit
constrained to pass through the origin. 1/slope is indicated as average speed in meters per second as shown. D, Average width (left)
and WHM (right) of APs recorded from WT (white), overexpression of EKO (red), and WT in the presence of 20 �M 4-AP (blue).
**p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, Student’s t test. E, Average peak normalized voltage traces for experiments shown in D. External
calcium: D, E, 0.2 mM.
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cellular recording of synaptic release using a loose-patch
technique (Davis and Goodman, 1998) demonstrates that spot
illumination does not affect release at distal boutons. Therefore,
spot imaging is unlikely to have a strong influence on the AP
waveform as it propagates through the nerve terminal (Fig.
1C,D). However, we cannot rule out the possibility of AP regen-
eration between the site of spot illumination and the distal re-
cording site. To test the sensitivity of this analysis, we excited a
large region of nerve terminal proximal to our extracellular re-
cording electrode using 564 nM light to maximally activate the
Arch proton pump. Doing so greatly decreased neurotransmitter
release (Fig. 1C,D). Two additional control experiments were
performed. First, we demonstrate that larvae expressing Arch
develop normally and have wild-type (WT) neurotransmitter re-
lease properties (Fig. 1E,F). Second, feeding ATR, which is a
necessary cofactor for Arch, to developing larvae did not alter
synaptic function (Fig. 1F). Based on these data, we conclude that
Arch excitation at 643 nm using spot confocal imaging can be
used to measure the synaptic AP waveform with minimal
interference.

Arch imaging can resolve synaptic AP propagation
and waveform
We first set out to explore the temporal sensitivity of Arch imag-
ing at the Drosophila NMJ. To do so, we sought to determine the
propagation speed of the AP through the NMJ using pairs of spot
measurements, with each spot being placed along a single branch
of the nerve terminal (Fig. 2A, blue indicates proximal, red indi-
cates distal). We reliably detect a delay in the AP waveform when
comparing distal with proximal imaging sites (Fig. 2B). From
these data, we calculate the rate of AP propagation to be �0.5 m/s
(Fig. 2C) at room temperature, a value that is similar to that
observed in small, unmyelinated vertebrate axons (Debanne et
al., 2011).

To further assess the sensitivity of voltage measurements us-
ing Arch, we manipulated A-type potassium channel function. It
was demonstrated previously that overexpression of a voltage-
shifted Shaker channel, termed electrical knock-out (EKO; White
et al., 2001), is sufficient to cause an �50% reduction in neu-
rotransmitter release (Bergquist et al., 2010), implying an effect
on the presynaptic AP. Here we show that EKO overexpression
decreases AP width by 10.4 � 2.4% and decreases the AP WHM
by 11.8 � 2.4% (Fig. 2D,E). Conversely, application of 20 �M

4-AP to the Drosophila NMJ causes an �50% increase in neu-
rotransmitter release (Bergquist et al., 2010), implying AP broad-
ening. Here, we demonstrate that 20 �M 4-AP causes an increase
in AP width of 13.5 � 1.5% and an increase in WHM of 7.6 �
2.4% (Fig. 2D,E). Therefore, voltage imaging with Arch can de-
tect small changes in the AP waveform that correspond to �50%
changes in neurotransmitter release. Finally, we note that our
imaging-based measurement of AP waveform at the presynaptic
nerve terminal is nearly identical to somatically recorded AP
waveform (Marie et al., 2010; WHM soma, �1.7 ms; WHM ter-
minal, 1.7 � 0.02 ms).

Kv1 channels repolarize the AP at low extracellular calcium
Previous studies investigating the repertoire of channels that
function at this nerve terminal have used changes in EPSP wave-
form to infer effects on the presynaptic AP (Jan and Jan, 1976;
Wu et al., 1983; Gho and Ganetzky, 1992). Loss of the Kv1-type
potassium channel encoded by Shaker causes a dramatic poten-
tiation of neurotransmitter release and acute channel inhibition
with 4-AP mimics the effects of the Shaker mutation (Jan et al.,
1977; Ganetzky and Wu, 1982).

We began by reevaluating the effects of the Shaker Kv1-type
channel on AP waveform. First, we find that acute application of
4-AP (200 �m) enhanced the width and WHM of the presynaptic
AP in saline containing low extracellular calcium (Fig. 3A). The
effect of 4-AP on width and WHM was dose dependent (Fig.
3B,C). Second, a functional null mutation in Shaker (Sh14) shows
a consistent increase in both the width and WHM of the presyn-
aptic AP (Fig. 3B,C). Therefore, Kv1 channels are necessary for
AP repolarization when assessed at the low extracellular calcium
concentrations (0 – 0.4 mM) used typically to probe neurotrans-
mitter release in this model system (Jan and Jan, 1976; Davis and
Goodman, 1998; Frank et al., 2006).

However, when we visualize the repolarizing phase of the AP,
the effects of 4-AP and the Shaker mutation are not simply to
broaden the AP, as predicted from measurements of neurotrans-
mitter release. Instead, small AP-like depolarizations (termed
spikelets) appear during AP repolarization (Fig. 3D). These
spikelets generally arise 	500 �s after AP peak depolarization
and occur at variable times during AP repolarization, suggestive
of AP reactivation. In Figure 3D, the black trace represents an

Figure 3. 4-AP-sensitive Shaker channels are necessary for repolarization at low extracellu-
lar calcium. A, Width (left) and WHM (right) of APs measured from single boutons before and
after acute application of saline [control (CTR)] or 200 �m 4-AP. **p � 0.01, paired t test. B, AP
width (gray) and WHM (black) measured in WT at different concentrations of 4-AP. Dotted lines
connect WT data. Two points not connected to dotted lines are recordings from Sh14 mutants in
the absence of 4-AP (red, width; dark red, WHM). n for each condition is reported in parenthe-
ses. C, Average peak normalized AP waveform in WT at 0, 20, 100, and 200 �M 4-AP and in Sh14

mutants without 4-AP (red). D, Average peak normalized AP waveform in Sh14 mutants (black)
and a subset of individual boutons (red) displaying spikelets on repolarizing phase. E, Two
representative examples of AP waveforms measured from the same synapse at proximal
(black) and distal (red) boutons as illustrated in the diagram (top). External calcium: A–D,
0.2 mM; E, 0 mM.
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average waveform measured across multiple synaptic boutons,
which acts to smooth the appearance of spikelets that are not
temporally synchronized on the falling phase of the AP. This can
be contrasted with red traces representing data from individual
synaptic boutons. Because recordings are performed in the ab-
sence of extracellular calcium, we presume that these recurrent
spikelets are sodium based.

Previous work using extracellular recordings from axons of
the Shaker mutant have shown evidence of backpropagating APs
after a nerve stimulus (Ganetzky and Wu, 1982). Therefore, to
determine whether the observed spikelets represent APs that “re-
flect” from the distal end of the nerve terminal back to our site of
optical recording, we investigated the relative timing of the spike-
lets at both proximal and distal locations along single nerve ter-
minals. We found no consistent relationship between the timing

of a spikelet and optical recording posi-
tion along the nerve terminal. In 4 of 10
recordings, spikelets appear at the proxi-
mal location before a distal location and
in 2 of 10 recordings appeared at the distal
location before the proximal location (4
of 10 instances were indeterminate; Fig.
3E). Because we can observe spikelets that
appear proximally before distally, it seems
unlikely that spikelets originate as a reflec-
tion of the AP from the end of the nerve
terminal. We speculate that spikelets arise
as a result of sodium channel reactivation
during the prolonged repolarization phase
of the presynaptic AP in a Shaker mutant or
after application of 4-AP.

AP width is limited by synaptic calcium
Synaptic release machinery is highly sen-
sitive to changes in extracellular calcium
(Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967; Jan and
Jan, 1976; Bollmann and Sakmann, 2005).
However, little is known about how the
AP at the nerve terminal is modulated by
calcium influx. Typical recordings from
the Drosophila NMJ are performed in 0.2–
0.5 mM extracellular calcium versus �1–3
mM extracellular calcium predicted to ex-
ist in vivo (Stewart et al., 1994). We find
that AP width, but not WHM, is decreased
as a function of increasing extracellular
calcium (Fig. 4A). To determine whether
this effect is attributable to calcium influx
through presynaptic voltage-gated cal-
cium channels, we performed both phar-
macological and genetic experiments.
First, acute application of cadmium (3
�M), shown previously to inhibit synap-
tic transmission mediated by synaptic
CaV2.1 channels (Frank et al., 2006), in-
creased AP width without affecting mea-
surements of WHM (Fig. 4B). Next, we
asked whether a mutation in the gene en-
coding the neuronal CaV2.1 channel in-
fluences the AP waveform. The CaV2.1
channel encoded by the cacophony (cac)
gene is highly concentrated at the active
zone and is solely responsible for calcium

influx coupled to neurotransmitter release at this synapse (Kawa-
saki et al., 2004). A point mutation in the Cacophony channel
(cacS) causes an �40% decrease in the spatially averaged presyn-
aptic calcium signal after a single AP (Müller and Davis, 2012).
Here we document a significant increase in AP width and a small,
statistically significant, increase in WHM in the cacS mutant
background (Fig. 4C). Together, these results demonstrate that
calcium influx through presynaptic CaV2.1 channels limits AP
waveform. Because we are measuring individual APs, deliv-
ered at a low stimulus frequency that should not cause accu-
mulation of intracellular calcium (Müller and Davis, 2012),
our data provide evidence that calcium influx occurring dur-
ing an individual AP acts sufficiently rapidly to speed the re-
polarization of the same AP.

Figure 4. AP width is regulated by calcium influx through voltage-gated calcium channels. A, AP width (left) and WHM (middle)
at four different extracellular calcium concentrations (0, 0.2, 0.4, and 1.5 mM). 0 calcium experiments performed in the presence of
1 mM EGTA. Right, Average peak normalized voltage traces for each calcium condition as indicated. Inset shows AP with increased
temporal resolution as indicated. ***p � 0.001, ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test comparing 0 and 1.5 extracellular calcium
conditions. B, Width (left) and WHM (right) of APs measured from single boutons before and after application of control (CTR) or
saline with 3 �M CdCl2. Extracellular calcium: 1.5 mM calcium. **p � 0.01, paired t test. NS, Not significant. C, Width (left) and
WHM (right) of APs in WT (black) and cacS (gray). Extracellular calcium: 1.5 mM. *p � 0.05, ***p � 0.001, Student’s t test. D,
Experiments as in A using Sh14 mutants. ***p�0.001, ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test comparing 0 and 1.5 extracellular calcium
conditions. At right, normalized average traces as in A.
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Calcium-activated BK channels speed AP repolarization
We next explored how calcium might influence AP repolariza-
tion by testing the role of Kv1 and BK channels over a range of
extracellular calcium concentrations. First, we examined Shaker
mutants at different extracellular calcium concentrations. Sur-
prisingly, AP width and WHM are strongly decreased in the
Shaker mutant when extracellular calcium is raised from 0 to 1.5
mM (physiological) calcium (Fig. 4D). Indeed, at 1.5 mM extra-
cellular calcium, AP width is similar to WT and does not display
any evidence of the spikelets observed when making measure-
ments at lower calcium. From these data, we conclude that the
calcium-dependent process that drives AP repolarization does
not require Shaker. Furthermore, to our surprise, loss of Shaker
has a minimal effect on AP waveform and subsequent neu-
rotransmitter release when recording at physiological calcium
(see below for additional details).

We hypothesized that the calcium-dependent influence on AP
repolarization is attributable to the action of calcium and voltage-
activated BK channels. In Drosophila, BK channels are encoded
by the slo gene and have been shown to be both voltage- and
calcium-activated potassium channels with fast kinetics (Elkins
and Ganetzky, 1988; Sah and Faber, 2002). We imaged the syn-
aptic AP in slo1 mutants at 0 and 1.5 mM extracellular calcium. In
the slo1 mutation, APs are wider than WT at both calcium con-
centrations (Fig. 5A,B). In addition, the calcium-dependent
modulation of AP width is absent in slo1 (Fig. 5A,B). These data
suggest that BK channels underlie the calcium-dependent nar-
rowing of AP repolarization observed at this synapse. We note
that AP width is wider than WT at 0 extracellular calcium. The
slo1 mutation is considered a functional null based on the absence of
BK current in slo1 mutant muscle (Singh and Wu, 1990). One pos-

sibility is that the slo channels have an activity that is independent of
calcium influx.

We further examined conditions that cause spikelets to occur
on the AP falling phase. Because the spikelets that are observed
when imaging Shaker mutants at low extracellular calcium are
suppressed as extracellular calcium is elevated, it suggests that BK
channels suppress spikelets in the Shaker mutant background. If
so, acute pharmacological inhibition of Kv1 channels in a slo1

mutant at physiological calcium (1.5 mM) should phenocopy the
appearance of spikelets observed in Shaker mutants at 0 calcium.
This is what we observe (Fig. 5C,D). Note that application of
4-AP to WT synapses at physiological calcium did not have a
significant effect on AP waveform (Fig. 5C).

Together, our data indicate that Kv1 and BK channels both
participate in AP repolarization, and the role of BK channels is
strongly influenced by synaptic calcium. In addition, we con-
clude that, when recordings are made at low extracellular calcium
concentrations, the dramatic enhancement of AP width, the ap-
pearance of recurrent spikelets on the repolarizing phase of the
AP, and the observed potentiation of neurotransmitter release are
caused by the absence of both Slo and Shaker activity. Finally,
because the recurrent spikelets observed at low extracellular cal-
cium are suppressed as extracellular calcium is elevated, we con-
clude that the calcium-dependent recruitment of slo channels is
sufficient to suppress the appearance of these spikelets.

BK channels stabilize AP repolarization and
neurotransmitter release during repetitive firing
Remarkably little is known regarding how neurotransmitter re-
lease is affected by the Sh14 and slo1 mutations at physiological
calcium. To address this, we performed voltage-clamp experi-
ments in slo and Shaker mutants to examine the contribution of
these channels to neurotransmitter release. We quantified (1)
initial excitatory junction current (EJC) amplitude, (2) the
paired-pulse ratio, and (3) the extent and dynamics of EJC am-
plitude modulation during a stimulus train. There is no signifi-
cant change in any of these parameters when comparing WT and
Shaker mutants (Fig. 6C,D). In contrast, in slo1 mutants, although
there is no alteration in the initial EJC amplitude compared with
WT (Fig. 6A), the paired-pulse ratio is significantly increased, as
is synaptic depression during a stimulus train (Fig. 6B–D). Thus,
it appears that slo1 mutations have a greater effect on neurotrans-
mission at physiological calcium compared with Shaker muta-
tions. Based on this, we sought to determine whether this effect is
directly related to altered AP waveform during a stimulus train.

When we image AP waveforms during a stimulus train at
physiological calcium, we find a slight, significant increase in
width and WHM during repetitive stimulation in WT animals
(Fig. 7A–C). Next, we find that Shaker mutants have slightly lon-
ger AP width and WHM compared with WT on the first stimulus
of a train, but there is no modulation of these measures during a
stimulus train. In contrast, in slo1 mutants, we find a dramatic
increase in AP width and WHM during a stimulus train (Fig.
7A–C). Remarkably, this effect is observed on the second stimu-
lus of a train, affecting both paired-pulse paradigms and pro-
longed stimulus trains. Thus, repetitive stimulation reveals very
different, activity-dependent actions of the Shaker and slo muta-
tions on AP repolarization. One interpretation is that Shaker
channels inactivate during a stimulus train, consistent with pre-
vious observations at mossy fiber boutons in mammalian hip-
pocampus (Geiger and Jonas, 2000). This is consistent with the
finding that APs in Shaker start wider than WT but do not mod-
ulate any further during a train. Finally, the dramatic AP broad-

Figure 5. BK channels underlie calcium-dependent change in AP width. A, AP width (left)
and WHM (right) in WT and slo1 mutants in 0 mM calcium plus EGTA and in 1.5 mM calcium.
Two-way ANOVA reveals differences across calcium and genotype for width but not WHM.
**p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test. B, Average peak normalized
traces for the four genotypes with the extracellular calcium conditions indicated. C, Width (left)
and WHM (right) of APs from single boutons measured before and after application of 200 �M

4-AP in WT (black) and slo1 mutants at 1.5 mM calcium. *p � 0.02. D, Example AP measured
from slo1 mutant bouton before (purple) and after (blue) application of 200 �M 4-AP. CTR,
Control.
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ening observed in the slo1 mutant can account for enhanced
neurotransmitter release and enhanced depression observed with
paired pulses and prolonged stimulus trains (Fig. 6). When taken
together, our data demonstrate that Shaker and Slo channels have
overlapping activity during AP repolarization in response to a
single AP, but Slo plays a dominant repolarizing role during re-
petitive stimulation that is characteristic of the normal neuro-
muscular transmission involved in larval locomotion.

Discussion
Consistent with the original reports of Arch as a transgenically
encoded voltage sensor, we find that Arch provides high temporal

resolution of the AP waveform in vivo at
the Drosophila NMJ. The use of Arch–GFP
potentially suffers from low signal-to-noise
and the potential for confounding effects
of the proton pumping activity of this
protein, although new variants of Arch–
GFP are being pursued (Gong et al.,
2013). Here, we circumvented these po-
tential confounds by expressing two cop-
ies of the Arch–GFP transgene under UAS
control and by performing spot-confocal
illumination at 643 nm, a technique that
did not induce an interfering activity of
the proton pump (Fig. 1).

Evidence for BK channel activation by
synaptic calcium influx at the
Drosophila NMJ
In vertebrate systems, BK channels have
been characterized somatically (Storm,
1987; Elkins and Ganetzky, 1988; Faber
and Sah, 2003) and shown to localize to
the nerve terminal in which they concen-
trate at or near the active zone, assessed by
immunolocalization (Hu et al., 2001;
Misonou et al., 2006) and by detailed
patch-clamp electrophysiology (Issa and
Hudspeth, 1994; Pattillo et al., 2001; Sun

et al., 2004). BK channel activation at elevated membrane volt-
ages (consistent with the rising phase and peak amplitude of an
AP) is rapid enough that the synaptic BK current closely mirrors
the kinetics of an AP waveform-induced synaptic calcium current
(Sun et al., 2004). As such, BK channel function is well suited to
shape the AP waveform, responding to the influx of calcium dur-
ing the same AP.

At the Drosophila NMJ, Slo channels are found at the nerve
terminal (Zhou et al., 1999), although it remains unknown pre-
cisely where Slo channels localize within the nerve terminal. Fur-
thermore, because neurotransmitter release is normal in the slo
mutant (Fig. 6A; Lee et al., 2008), an observation repeated across
a range of extracellular calcium concentrations in this study, it
has remained unclear whether BK channels have a functional role
at the Drosophila NMJ or whether this functional role is masked
by homeostatic rebalancing of ion channel expression (Lee et al.,
2008). Here, we demonstrate that AP repolarization is influenced
by the concentration of extracellular calcium (Fig. 4). This effect
is occluded in the slo mutant background indicating that calcium
acts on the Slo channel to promote AP repolarization. The source
of calcium appears to be synaptically localized Cav2.1 channels
(Fig. 4). Together, these data suggest that synaptic calcium influx
during an AP activates BK channels and influences AP repolar-
ization at the Drosophila NMJ.

Overlapping activity of KV1 and BK channels ensure robust
AP repolarization
If BK channels, such as slo, participate in AP repolarization, then
it is surprising that loss or inhibition of BK channel activity does
not alter neurotransmitter release at the Drosophila NMJ or at
several other synapses where this has been studied in the verte-
brate nervous system (Gho and Ganetzky, 1992; Hu et al., 2001;
but see Pattillo et al., 2001; Raffaelli et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2008;
Alle et al., 2011). The most prominent effect of BK channel inhi-
bition is observed when it is combined with the application of

Figure 6. BK channels regulate release during repetitive firing. A, Amplitude of EPSCs recorded at four different calcium
concentrations in WT (black) and slo1 (red) mutants. B, Average EPSCs evoked by a 60 Hz train of 30 stimuli in WT (black) and slo1

(red) mutants. C, Summary of EPSC amplitudes during 60 Hz trains in WT (black), slo1 (red), and Sh14 (gray). D, Summary of data
from train experiments: first EPSC amplitudes, last EPSC amplitudes, paired-pulse ratio, and cumulative EPSC amplitudes for WT
(black), slo1 (red), and Sh14 (gray). Square with error bars indicate mean and SEM. Box covers 25th to 75th quartiles with line at the
median and notches to indicate 95% confidence intervals. Whiskers extend to 1.5 � (75–25% quartile), and � indicates outliers.
External calcium: B–D, 1.5 mM. **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test.

Figure 7. BK channels prevent AP broadening during trains. A, Average voltage traces dur-
ing 50 Hz trains in 1.5 mM external calcium for WT (black), slo1 (red), and Sh14 (gray). B, Average
voltage traces for first stimulus in train (black) and last stimulus in train (red) for each genotype.
Traces are aligned vertically to the baseline before the first AP in the stimulus train and normal-
ized to the first AP peak amplitude. The offset in slo1 is attributable to the presence of enhanced
afterhyperpolarization. C, Summary of changes in AP width (left), WHM (middle), and peak
(right) in WT (black), slo1 (red), and Sh14 (gray).
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4-AP or, alternatively, when a slo mutation is examined in the
presence of a Shaker mutation (Gho and Ganetzky, 1992; Lee et
al., 2008). The basis for the synergistic effect of BK and Kv1 chan-
nels is essentially unknown.

Here we document a unique phenomenon that allows us to
infer the timing of Slo channel activity during AP repolarization.
When analyzing AP waveforms in the Sh14 mutant in the absence
of extracellular calcium, we are effectively assaying AP repolar-
ization in the absence of both Shaker and Slo channel activity. In
this condition, we observe the presence of resurgent, small APs
that we term spikelets, which appear on the fall phase of individ-
ual AP waveforms. We presume these spikelets are sodium de-
pendent because they occur in 0 calcium saline, and we rule out
the possibility that these are antidromic reflections of the AP
within the nerve terminal (Ganetzky and Wu, 1982). Impor-
tantly, when we raise extracellular calcium, thereby enabling slo
channel function in the Sh14 mutant, these spikelets are abol-
ished. This demonstrates that Slo channels are sufficient to sup-
press resurgent spikelets in the Sh14 mutant. Given this finding,
we can use the distribution of spikelets on the falling phase of the
AP to delineate the window during which Slo channel activity
normally participates in AP repolarization. The spikelets appear
within �1 ms of the AP peak and are observed throughout the
falling phase (Fig. 3D). We infer, from these data, that Slo channels,
at the Drosophila NMJ, are activated by voltage and calcium near the
AP peak and contributed significantly to AP repolarization.

Importantly, the functional relevance of BK channels during
AP repolarization in this system could not have been appreciated
from a simple comparison of WT and slo mutants. Indeed, quan-
tification of the slo mutant AP demonstrates that there is no
change in AP WHM at physiological calcium. In addition, there is
no change in neurotransmitter release or the calcium cooperativ-
ity of release over a range of extracellular calcium concentrations
in the slo mutant (Fig. 6). These data are consistent with previous
reports that the loss or block of BK channels does not alter neu-
rotransmitter release in other systems, despite evidence that these
channels are present at the nerve terminal (Hu et al., 2001; Alle et
al., 2011). Our data are consistent with the conclusion that Slo
channels functionally overlap with Shaker channels such that re-
moval of either channel alone does not dramatically disrupt AP
repolarization (see below).

Our data also contribute to a better understanding of how
Shaker channels participate in AP repolarization and neurotrans-
mitter release. Most importantly, although there is a slight in-
crease the AP WHM in Shaker mutants compared with WT at
physiological calcium, this does not translate into enhanced neu-
rotransmitter release (Fig. 6D). This is in stark contrast to the
dramatic potentiation of release observed at calcium concentra-
tions used commonly for electrophysiology experiments in the
literature (0.2– 0.5 mM Ca 2�), an effect that we now attribute to
the combined absence of both Shaker and Slo activity.

The relationship between loss of Shaker, AP duration, and
neurotransmitter release is also dependent on extracellular cal-
cium. We note that a modest broadening of the AP at low extra-
cellular calcium, attributable to application of sub-blocking
concentrations of 4-AP (20 –50 �M), is sufficient to cause a 50%
increase in neurotransmitter release (Fig. 2; Bergquist et al.,
2010). In contrast, a similar percentage broadening of the AP at
1.5 mM extracellular Ca 2� does not significantly potentiate neu-
rotransmitter release (Fig. 6D). We attribute this difference to the
highly nonlinear relationship between calcium influx and release.
At low extracellular calcium concentrations (0.2– 0.6 mM), re-
lease is steeply calcium dependent, conforming to a power func-

tion with an exponent of 3– 4. The calcium–release relationship
becomes nearly linear at extracellular calcium concentrations �1
mM (Müller et al., 2012), explaining why the modest AP broad-
ening at elevated external calcium in Sh14 mutants may have less
effect on release.

Based on our data, we propose that Shaker channels are suffi-
cient to drive the early repolarization of the AP in the absence of
BK channel activity, masking an important role of BK channels
during this early repolarization phase. An analysis of stimulus
trains underscores why it is essential to have overlapping Shaker
and BK channel function. It has been demonstrated in both
mossy fiber boutons and boutons of cortical pyramidal neurons
that Kv1 channels inactivate during a stimulus train (Geiger and
Jonas, 2000; Foust et al., 2011). Our data suggest a similar effect at
the Drosophila NMJ. In WT, we observe a slight AP broadening
during a stimulus train. AP broadening is unaffected in Sh14.
However, AP broadening during a train is dramatically enhanced
in a slo1 mutant background, with spikelets appearing on the AP
falling phase (Fig. 7B), consistent with our observations of AP
repolarization in conditions that lack both Shaker and Slo activ-
ity. During a stimulus train in the slo mutant, both AP width and
WHM increase (Fig. 7C), and these changes are associated with
significant potentiation of presynaptic neurotransmitter release
(Fig. 6D). This effect is already prominent on the second AP of a
stimulus train and occurs at a stimulus frequency that is consis-
tent with normal neuromuscular function in vivo (Kurdyak et al.,
1994; Schaefer et al., 2010). From these data, we conclude that the
overlapping activity of BK and Kv1 channels is essential to stabi-
lize AP repolarization attributable to prominent Shaker channel
inactivation during repetitive firing. These data also provide an
explanation for the synthetic genetic interaction of Shaker and slo
mutations (Lee et al., 2008) and the synergistic effect of 4-AP and
BK channel inhibitors at mammalian central synapses (Hu et al.,
2001).
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